PRESS RELEASE
MagicDraw™ UML 6.0 released.
This latest release of the award winning UML Modeling and CASE tool includes
open API, integration with NetBeans, and C# code reverse engineering.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Golden, Colorado – January 6, 2003 – No Magic, Inc.®, a leading object-oriented systems software
development company, today announced the release of MagicDraw UML 6.0, the latest version of its visual
UML modeling and CASE tool. This versatile development tool increases productivity for business and
software analysts, programmers, QA engineers and documentation writers.
Expected by a lot of MagicDraw users open API is ready. Now system designers and developers can
implement and use their own Java or JPython plugins. The MagicDraw UML 6.0 is not just flexible and user friendly, it is completely customizable, and the users can access diagrams, UML model, and even GUI from
their plugins and customize their work, as they need.
Good news for the popular NetBeans users, integrate it with MagicDraw UML 6.0 and use two products in
more effective way. We are also glad to announce a news for C# developers, C# support is extended, the
MagicDraw UML 6.0 is able to reverse engineer and generate the C# code.
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C# code reverse engineering and generation. With just a few clicks, create a model from existing
C# code or generate C# code framework.
Integration with NetBeans. Another dynamic integration with one of the most popular IDEs.
Open API. Access GUI, UML model, and diagrams. Write your own Java or JPython plugins.
Customizable, extendable design patterns. Create new patterns. Modify existing patterns using
Java code or JPython scripts.
Smart Floating License management. From the Floating License server, choose the MagicDraw
edition you want: Professional, Standard, or Demo for Project View.
Automatic update. Automatic patch notification and update.
Improved printing functionality. Print multiple diagrams at a time. Select page ranges for printing.
Improved Find functionality. The Find window now has its own separate browser tab. Find search
results are displayed in data tree format.
Improved export to SVG and JPG formats. For enhanced export performance, the image export
library has been updated to Batik 1.1.
Improved DDL and JDBC reverse engineering.
The About window now carries system and "what's new" information.
Application GUI available in three additional languages: Arabic, Portuguese Brazilian, Italian(in
addition to the current English (US), German, Spanish, Japanese, Korean, and Thai language
options.
Users can cancel Project Save and Open operations.
More flexible licensing – mobile licenses for portable computer and home usage available.
and many other …

To see the full list of new features of MagicDraw UML 6.0 go to http://www.magicdraw.com Feature List
section.
Pricing and Availability
MagicDraw UML 6.0 is now available for purchase in two editions and under three license types:
Professional ($899), Professional Mobile ($999), Professional Floating ($1299), Standard ($299), Standard
Mobile ($399), and Standard Floating ($499).

Teamwork Solution. Along with single developer licenses , Teamwork Server, the team unifying solutions
available in two editions: 2-10 Connections ($2,995) and 10+ Connections ($5,995).
Software Assurance Contracts. Contracts allow customers to receive the new releases with prices starting at
$69* (Standard, Standard Mobile and Standard Floating Editions), $199* (Professional, Professional Mobile
and Professional Floating Editions), Teamwork Server $495* (for 2-10 connections), $995* (for 10+
connections). Educational and government discount are available. (* If bought with the original purchase.)
About No Magic
Founded in 1995, No Magic Inc. is headquartered in Golden, Colorado with operations worldwide. In 1998
No Magic released MagicDraw UML version 1.0, the first large scale application completely developed in
Java, earning Sun’s “100% Java Application” credential.
In addition to continued development of
MagicDraw, No Magic, Inc. also provides software development outsourcing services from its software
development facilities in Kaunas, Lithuania and Bangkok, Thailand.
Information
Download a fully functional demo at http://www.magicdraw.com/. Additional information about No Magic’s
products and development services can be obtained by visiting one of our web sites at:
http://www.magicdraw.com/ or http://www.nomagic.com/, by emailing contacts@magicdraw.com , or calling
our National Sales and Support Office at (972) 527-9377. Additional corporate information may be obtained
from our Corporate Headquarters, Corporate Communications, (303) 215 9955 option 2, then ext. 3.
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